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Abstract
Personnel Training in German nuclear power plants adheres to high standards
complying with government regulations. The develeopment of PC technology allows the
introduction of new training methods, e.g. comupter based training (CBT), as well as their
integration into existing training systems.
In Germany, the operators of nuclear power plants have developed their own computer
based standards with a screen design, a hardware plattform and an ssesment standard.
25 % of the theoretical training of the shift personnel is covered by CBT. The CBTProgramms offer multimedia features: videos, photographs, sound, graphs ans switching
diagrams of existing systems, practice oriented simulations and 3-D animations. Interaction
ist the most important attribute of an efficient self-learning-programm. A typical example of
such an appropriate theme ist the CBT-Lesson "Pressure Surges in Pipes and Components of
Power Plants"
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MODERNIZATION OF PERSONNEL TRAINING

Personnel training in German nuclear power plants adheres to high standards
complying with governmental regulations.
The development of PC technology allows the introduction of new training methods,
e.g. computer based training (CBT), as well as their integration into existing training systems.
The objective is to improve the effectivity of personnel training
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CBT-Standards
Standard for user surface

Aims:
Recognizabiifty,
Exchangeability,
Acceptance !

Standard for Hardware (IBM)
Standard for Software (Dos compatible, open
for higher resolution)
4ssesmMt standard ("How good ami?)
Sti^aiijlfor didactics (Level of Interaction)

2.

CBT- STANDARDS

In Germany, the operators of nuclear power plants have developed their own
CornputerBasedTraining standards.
The first point concerns the recognizability of the user surfaces: Even those, who are
not computer experts, must be able to work with the course without being diverted from the
actual training task through problems caused by the use of the computer. If the trainee will
always have to adapt to a new user surface, this will distract his attention from actual training
work.
The second point concerns the exchangability of CBT lessons: Hardware requirements
must be such that the CBT sequence will surely run on the "training stations" -the work place
PC's- of all possible users.
Requirements towards software must make sure that the author's system remains open
for the developing standards on the PC market. This means that the whole training course
must not be redesigned, whenever new developments appear on the market.

-
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3.

COMPUTER BASED TRAINING (CBT)
A few words to the objectives of the application of CBT:

The important point is to reach maximum efficiency in the transmission of knowledge
to the small and highly specialized target group of nuclear power plant personnel.
Our efficiency improvement strategy consists in the application of the optimal mixture
of media and methods for personnel training: simulator, on-the-job training, theoretical
training and CBT.
Strict criteria were applied for the selection of appropriate themes from the overall
range of training material. A cataloque of own interactive lessons was generated and
supplemented by favorably-priced lessons available on the market. Special attention is paid to
the fact that only approximately 25 % of theoretical training is done with PC.
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Pressure surges in
pipes and components
of power plants
ve-s ion 1.35

4.

GENERAL FEATURES OF MODERN CBT
(CBT sequence)

Typical examples of such appropriate themes are the lessons "Pressure Surges in Pipes
and Components of Power Plants" and ,,Fundamentals of Pump Hydraulics". The
advantages of CBT as compared with other self-learning methods may be illustrated by these
learning programs developed by NIS. The object-oriented utilization of a mulit-media
information depiction (video, audio, 3-D-animation, etc.) specifically may facilitate
understanding of complex thermohydraulic phenomena.

•

•

What do CBT programs offer?
Videos, photographs, sounds, graphs and switching diagrams of existing systems
provide for real-life system environment
Practice-oriented simulations and 3-D animations
Voice output of learning contents
Structure according to didactic and pedagogical criteria
Self-explanatory operation
Design for self-instruction and group training
Option for self-examination
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CONTENT AND SCREEN DESIGN
(CBT-sequence)

The learning program is menue driven and divided into four main chapters:
Characteristics of water
Pressure surge
•
The effect of pressure surges
Avoiding damages
It comprises
17 video clips
60 minutes of speech
160 animations
17 simulations
64 exercises
System requirements:
Minimum requirement for working with the NIS learning software is a standard PC with a
486-processor running Windows 3.1 or Windows '95. The following equipment is
recommended for optimal utilization:
MPEG card for smooth playback of video recordings
sound card and speaker for audio output
•

-
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6.

EXAMPLES FOR THE USE OF GRAPHIC, SOUND, 3-D ANIMATION AND
VIDEO

6.1

GRAPHICS, SOUND AND 3-D ANIMATIONS (CBT-SEQUENCE)

At the beginning of the sequence the model of a valve with a closing time of zero is
presented.
Then the four phases of a pressure surge in a single phase fluid are demonstrated by means of
3-D animations.
- Phase 1
- Phase 2
- Phase 3
- Phase 4

Pressure builds up at sound velocity due to compression caused by feeding
water
The pressure decreases as compressed water flows back to the vessel
The pressure decreases further as more water flows back to the vessel
The pressure decrease is checked as water now flows back from the vessel into
the pipe
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VIDEOS OF PIPE MOVEMENT INDUCED BY PRESSURE SURGES
(CBT-sequence)

Within the learning software videos are used to help the students in understanding of the
complex thermohydraulic relationships.
These videos are taken from different test rigs or from real plant.
A sequence of seven video clips shows the movement of the main steam lines of a 600 Mwe
plant after a turbine trip.
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2-D ANIMATION
(CBT Sequence: Fundamentals of Pump Hydraulics)

The animation shows the formation of the liquid swirl through the impeller.
The lift of the pump increases proportionally to the square of the numer of revolutions.
The student can vary the number of revolutions with the slide.

1)
In the centrifugal pump, the centrifugal force is generated by an impeller wheel. The
liquid moves outwards between the blades. Pressure evolves as in the experiment.
2)

Please change the number of revolutions of the impeller with the slide.
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7.

THE COMPUTER - A PAGE TURNING MACHINE ?

If Computer Based Training is not to become a mere schematic representation of a
textbook on the screen - we call such a thing a "page turning machine" - interactivity between
the trainee and the personal computer must be the main feature of CBT.
Interactivity means, that the trainee can try out things by himself on the screen, in
order to learn by doing. The highest standard of interactivity is achieved, if simulation is the
core of CBT.
In the CBT - Lesson "Pressure Surges in Pipes and Components of Nuclear Power
Plants" there are different interactions between the trainee and the computer, such as e.g.an
experiment with phase-crossing from ice to water to steam, a 3-D-virrual reality room to
control the power plant equipment and control room elements to start a feedwater pump.
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8.

INTERACTION

Interaction is the most important attribute of an efficient self-learning program. A
learning program will only be readily accepted if it motivates the learner with interesting, realto-live depictions and with mediated learning material that can be applied in his everyday
work.

8.1

CLOSING1 A VALVE
(CBT sequence)

In this exercise the student can study the influence of the relevant parameters on the
amount of the pressure surge, e.g.
flow velocity
closing time of the valve
density and sound velocity of the fluid

-
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8.2

VIRTUAL PLANT
(CBT sequence)

In a virtual room of a plant with various types of pipe-supports, the student is asked to
distinguish failed or defective supports.
The student can navigate through the room by means of the button in the lower right hand
side corner of the virtual room
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VIRTUAL EXPERIMENT
(CBT Sequence: Fundamentals of Pump Hydraulics)

The student can determine the Q/H curves for different pumps and impellers by means
of virtual set-up. In this sequence a pump with a radial impeller is introduced into the test rig.

1) The Q/H characteristic curves of centrifugal pumps with impellers of different shapes
are to be determined with an experiment.
2)
Now please start the pump and adjust the valve so as to obtain several points to draw the
Q/H characteristic line on the diagramm.
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9.

Start with the assessment
part "How good am I?"work through the
questiones to find the gaps
in his knowledge and to
dose them

Retraining,

HOW GOOD A M I ?

The point "Assesment standards" concerns the acceptance of CBT: we created the
rules for the "How-good-am-I?" test:.
The trainee is an adult person, he is not a schoolboy. The main objective of the practical
exercises is not to evaluate the trainee, but to allow him to check by himself how far he has
achieved the purpose of the training session, without creating an "examination" situation.
The test is generated individually for every user per random event generator. The
learning station does not save user specific data. Every user works with his own password
protected floppy disk, of exercises during retraining:
Conservation of specific knowledge presupposes, that the CBT user has learned the subject
at least once and that he has good preliminary knowledge. It would thus be a waste of time
to oblige the trainee, to go through the whole subject again. It is much more efficient, to find
specific gaps in knowledge and to close them. That is why the user immediately starts with
the test and asks "How good am I?".
The revelation of gaps in knowledge is achieved by questioning the trainee about the subject
by means of exercises. For every learning objective in the course, the test must provide a
specific exercise.
Impossibility to solve an exercise, identifies a gap in the user's knowledge. The computer
then leads him to the adequate part of the course, to close this gap. Usually, the user will be
able to solve the exercise immediately after having worked his way through the
corresponding part of the course. The computer then leads him back to the exercise
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10.

EXERCISES

10.1 EVALUATION OF INDICATOR READINGS
(CBT-sequence)
In the self-examination section, a random generator selects a number of exercises for the
user to solve in order to refresh or confirm his/her expertise. In case he/she is unable to solve
an exercise, the program takes the user to the lesson section where the subject matter is
covered. A Certification of Achievement indicating that the exercise section has been
completed will be printed only after all exercises have been solved correctly.
Before the learner opens valve 1, he/she must evaluate the indicator readings to determine if
switching the valve will cause a condensation hammer.
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Ermitteln Sie nun selbst grafisch
die gemeinsame Kennlinie eines
Systems mit zwei unterschiedlichen Kreiselpumpen in Reihenschaltung !

Verschieben Sie die blauen Linien
an die richtige Stelle und lassen
Sie sich dann die gemeinsame
Q / H - Kennlinie zeichnen.

JJ
10.2

DETERMINATION OF Q/H CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
(CBT Sequence: Fundamentals of Pump Hydraulics)

In this exercise, the student is supposed to determine the common characteristic line of
a system with two different centrifugal pumps. The characteristic curves of the pumps are
given beforehand.

1)
Now determine the common characteristic curve of a system with two different
centrifugal pumps set in series by yourself.
2)
Shift the blue lines to the right place and let the common H/Q characteristic line be
drawn.
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11. CBT - ACCEPTED BY PERSONNEL AND PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
An improved platform has been created for modernization of training. The seminar
rooms have been equipped with state-of-the-art technology for projection of data, audio, and
video.
Self-learner rooms have been installed. The organization of training has been adapted to
the needs of these new education means.
Progress in personnel training has positive effects upon the motivation of the training
participants. PC training is readily accepted by personnel and public authorities. The
instructors are relieved in their work. Training costs were reduced
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